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Other Words from strive
striver \ ˈstrī-vər  \  noun

Synonyms for strive
Synonyms
bang away, beaver (away), dig (away), drudge, endeavor,
fag, grub, hump, hustle, labor, moil, peg (away), plod,
plow, plug, slave, slog, strain, struggle, sweat, toil, travail,
tug, work

Visit the Thesaurus for More 

Choose the Right Synonym for strive
ATTEMPT, TRY, ENDEAVOR, ESSAY, STRIVE mean to make an
effort to accomplish an end. ATTEMPT stresses the
initiation or beginning of an effort. // will attempt to
photograph the rare bird // TRY is often close to ATTEMPT
but may stress effort or experiment made in the hope of
testing or proving something. // tried to determine which
was the better procedure // ENDEAVOR heightens the
implications of exertion and difficulty. // endeavored to find
crash survivors in the mountains // ESSAY implies difficulty
but also suggests tentative trying or experimenting. // will
essay a dramatic role for the first time // STRIVE implies
great exertion against great difficulty and specifically
suggests persistent effort. // continues to strive for peace //

Examples of strive in a Sentence
// We must all strive to do better.

// She always strives for perfection.

See More

Recent Examples on the Web
// It’s something Fleck has come to admire and strive to
replicate, the stability found in a longtime coach, how that
consistent culture and identity sustains long-term success.
— Megan Ryan, Star Tribune, "Gophers are hog wild to beat Iowa,
reclaim Floyd of Rosedale trophy," 12 Nov. 2020

// Such occurrences should give us all pause, scientist or
not, to do better next time and strive to never repeat such
notable grievances.
— Porismita Borah, The Conversation, "Why scientists and public
health officials need to address vaccine mistrust instead of
dismissing it," 30 Oct. 2020

These example sentences are selected automatically from various online news
sources to reflect current usage of the word 'strive.' Views expressed in the
examples do not represent the opinion of Merriam-Webster or its editors. Send
us feedback.

See More

First Known Use of strive
13th century, in the meaning defined at sense 1

History and Etymology for strive
Middle English, to quarrel, contend, fight, endeavor, from
Anglo-French estriver to quarrel, from estri, estrif strife —
more at STRIFE

Keep scrolling for more

Learn More about strive
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More Definitions for strive

See the full definition for strive in the English Language
Learners Dictionary

Keep scrolling for more

More from Merriam-Webster on strive
Thesaurus: All synonyms and antonyms for strive

Nglish: Translation of strive for Spanish Speakers

Britannica English: Translation of strive for Arabic Speakers

Comments on strive
What made you want to look up strive? Please tell us where
you read or heard it (including the quote, if possible).

strive  verb
Save Word

\ ˈstrīv  \

strove \ ˈstrōv  \  also strived \ ˈstrīvd  \ ; striven \
ˈstri-vən  \  or strived; striving \ ˈstrī-viŋ  \

Definition of strive

: to devote serious effort or energy : ENDEAVOR
// strive to finish a project

1

: to struggle in opposition : CONTEND2

Share strive

Time Traveler for strive
The first known use of strive was in the 13th
century

See more words from the same century

Dictionary Entries near strive
strip windows

stripy

strisciando

strive

strix

Strix

stroam

See More Nearby Entries 

Statistics for strive
Last Updated
20 Nov 2020

Look-up Popularity
Top 1% of words

Cite this Entry
“Strive.” Merriam-Webster.com Dictionary, Merriam-Webster,
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/strive.
Accessed 26 Nov. 2020.

Style: MLA

strive  verb

English Language Learners Definition of strive
formal : to try very hard to do or achieve something

strive  verb
\ ˈstrīv  \

strove \ ˈstrōv \ ; striven \ ˈstri-vən \  or strived; striving \
ˈstrī-viŋ \

Kids Definition of strive
: to try very hard
// We will strive to win.
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9 10

11 12
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